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Welcome to the Birnie and 

Gaddon Lochs LNR Newsletter  

The cold weather months are 
bringing the usual changes of 
scenery and wildlife to the lochs. 
Lots to see just now; as always, 
be mindful of disturbing 
wintering birds, many are not as 
used to people and dogs as our 
residents. 

Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS) 

Counts 16/11/2020 

Birnie Loch (9:04)  

14 x black-headed gull, 5 x 
mallard, 2 x mute swan (3 x 
immature), 1 x moorhen, 1 x 
herring gull  
 
Gaddon Loch (9:26)  

28 x mallard, 13 x wigeon, 13 x 

black-headed gull, 11 x 

goosander, 5 x tufted duck, 3 x 

goldeneye, 2 x mute swan (1 x 

immature), 2 x herring gull, 1 x 

grey heron  

 

Icelandic Goose Census (IGC) 

22/11/2020  

(8:55) 

Zero count – next survey 

13th/14th March 2021  

 

Bird of the Month  

Siskin (Spinus spinus) 

 

The winter months are a good 

time to see Siskins around the 

lochs. These lovely, little finches 

appear in quite large groups of 

up to a couple of dozen at a time, 

feeding on the glut of alder seeds 

available. 

They are smaller than 

Goldfinches, but have similar 

bright-yellow wingbars. The 

males are very obviously yellow, 

even out of breeding season 

when the plumage is duller. Both 

sexes are streaked underneath, 

the females more so, and they 

have light-coloured, pointy bills – 

perfect for getting at seeds. They 

are easy to spot, but often at the 

tops of the trees, and are 

constantly communicating with 

short calls to each other. 

 
NO FISHING 

 
In mid-November, we had a 

report of a young swan with 

fishing tackle hanging from its 

neck. Thanks to this vigilance, 

and the support offered by 

SSPCA, the swan should be okay. 

Thousands of waterbirds are 

injured and killed each year by 

discarded fishing tackle, and this 

is not something anybody wants 

to see happen here. There is no 

fishing, no swimming, and no 

boating allowed. Please report 

incidents to ourselves and Police 

Scotland 101.  

 
Wildlife Records  

Please remember to note down 

the wildlife you see and contact 

us via the details given below or 

on 

ask.us@fifecountryside.co.uk. 

The Fife Nature Records Centre 

are also be happy to take details 

of any wildlife sightings you have 

from B&G, contact them at 

nature.info@fife.gov.uk, or use 

the recording form by searching 

for them online.  

 
Feeding the Ducks  

You can bring seeds, oats, or 

peas and corn (defrosted if 

frozen) if you wish. DO NOT bring 

bread, as it pollutes the water 

and is bad for the birds’ health. 

Thank you.  

 
Accessing the Hides  

Please be aware that the hides 

are temporarily closed 

December 2020  


